Joginpally BR Engineering College

INVITATION

Alumni Meet - 2015

Dear Alumni,

"College is the place where memories are made. No matter how much one cribs about different aspects of the college throughout the course, when it’s time to leave, there is always a sense of nostalgia. Memorable times spent with friends hanging out in the canteen, bunking classes and the rush to finish an assignment as the deadline approaches, become things to reminisce about. But how can this bond be maintained even after leaving the college?

This is where alumni associations come into the picture, bringing together people and facilitating the sharing of knowledge and experience.

100Pins – Alumni web connect.

JBREC stay in connect to each Alumni through face book, email and “100pins” an Alumni web site. Please visit “100pins” an exclusive innovation Alumni web connecting and coordinating platform by JBREC. We appreciate you join 100pins, if not a member so far, and also introduce your batch mates and known Alumni for interaction and contribution of JBREC development – your Alma Mater.

JBREC have a website too, besides a face book page which helps us stay connected. We believe that it is important to have a connection from across batches. The Institution not only encourages Alumni who are in the engineering field, but also others who studied Engineering but chose to excel in other areas such a Social work, Journalism, Sports, Movie, etc.,

“For the Alumni Association of JBREC, the journey begins when a group of JBREC alumni meet up once in a year”

WE, JBREC ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, INVITE YOU FOR THE ALUMNI MEET 2015 ON

Date & Time: 07-03-2015, 11:00 AM to 2:00 PM
Venue: JBREC Seminar Hall, Ground Floor

Lunch @ 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM

JBREC looking for your presence and personal message to students.

Please send recorded video to directorhr@jbrec.edu.in if you are unable to make your presence.